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Henceforth, we adopt the assumption that H is BIB0 stable. In particular, this implies that H is proper, so with real coefficients. In [l] we discuss stability and ro-Theorem 1 says that, under very mild assumptions, R, < bustness of such systems when P and c are not assumed 0 guarantees that Hk has a high-frequency pole Rk on the to be strictly proper. Our analysis hinges on the return positive real axis, guaranteeing extreme instability of the differ en c e closed-loop system. Our objective in this paper is to show
that, when R , > 0, we have the opposite situation -viz.
that the closed-loop system is robust to certain reasonable perturbations of P and C. 
Our analvsis hinges on statemace realizations of P and and characteristic polynomial -C. Suppose P has realization
Then H has minimal realization 
, ' / \ -. , I , tuple with p (P) states. The characteristic polynomial of For matrices, we say P k + P parametrically if each entry converges parametrically. We say P k + P strongly, if S1) P k + P parametrically, S3) there exists E > 0 and h ' < 03 such that, when
we obtain y , , P and C proper,
Note that P and C proper implies S3) together imply weak convergence. Furthermore, it is shown in [4] that SI) guarantees that P k and c k have realizations of the form (1) with convergent matrices.
Let C-' denote the inverse Laplace transform operator.
Then, from S3) and
we can show that the inverse transform converge uniformly on compact subintervals of (0, m) . Hence, strong convergence embodies all the properties that are normally encountered in classical singular perturbation problems.
We will eventually prove that, for R, > 0, the closedloop system is robust to certain strong, strictly proper plant and compensator perturbations.
Next we study a class of perturbations of P and C obtained by choosing A f k + A f and F f k -* Ff and s u b stituting Afk and F f k into (??) and (5) in place of Af and F,. Recall that the indez indA of a square matrix A is the smallest integer p 2 1 such that rank AP = rankAP+'. It is easy to show that indA = 1 is equivalent t,o having rankA nonzero eigenvalues in A, counting multiplicities.
Merely showing that R, > 0 guarantees closed-loop robustness to certain weak perturbations would not be an acceptable result, since the class of weak perturbations is so large. To obtain a better result, we limit our analysis to the narrowest perturbation class normally encountered in singular perturbation problems. As an initial step, we consider rational functions Hk + H strongly and Hk is proper for large k.
Proof. Our construction proceeds in four stages. First, we assume P is strictly proper and C is proper. This means n,J = 0 and FJ = 0. Let Pr = P and c k be determined by setting F J~ = $Cl, where C1 is any stable and satisfy S1) and 52). Since the divergent poles of c k are just the eigenvalues of kC;', S3) follows for Ck. Before we state our main theorem, we need one more preliminary result. 
> 0
If M = -aI with a > 0, then E-' = -$n is unstable.
Stability of C yields a contradiction.
place Of BJ in (77). Then P k is proper, c k = C; and P k -t P strongly, since its poles are constant. As in the proof of Lemma 3, deg Adk is constant; hence, Hr + H strongly with Hk proper. As in the preceding paragraph, we may construct P k j , Ckj, and j k such that P k j k , cj,, and Hkjk are strongly convergent.
Finally, suppose P and C are not both proper. Then, from Lemma 3, the construction (13) and (14) yields strongly convergent proper sequences Ps, Ck, and Hk with RI,, + R,. From the preceding paragraph, we may construct P k j , Ckj, and j k such that Pkjk, Cj,, and Hkj, are strongly convergent. rn
We note that condition 53) along with properness of
Hk imply BIB0 stability of Hk for large k. Hence, the construction in the proof of Theorem 5 yields strong perturbations of P and C under which the closed-loop system is robustly stable. This establishes sufficiency of R, > 0.
